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Abstract
Backrgound/Aim: Researchers in the field of dentistry have been conducting research into modelling and defining dental arches eq-

uitations. Nowadays, when 3D digital modelling is commonly utilized in dentistry, the approach to modelling, analysis and synthesis
has changed. Clinical researches are related to aesthetic and functional analysis. The aim of this study was to increase repeatability

and accuracy of defining and determining the coordinate system of the jaw as well as to defining mathematical criteria for monitoring
and evaluating orthodontic treatment.

Methods: In this study, we used the plaster models of the jaw, optical scanner with structured light, 3D digital models, computer
aided design (CAD) engineering tools adjusting the coordinate system, spline fitting of 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th degrees.

Results: Splines of 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th degrees were fitted from the initial state (K0) in all 10 successive controls (K1, K2,

K3,…, K10). All splines were fitted through 12 points, from the right to the left side of the jaw: 6-5-4-3-2-1-1-2-3-4-5-6. Tabular and
graphic presentations of the maximum and average deviation of dental arch fitting curves in successive controls were given.

Conclusion: The parameters of the maximum and average errors of fitting curves converge the dental arch values that are lower than

the accuracy of the used optical scanners. The average error of fitting provides a general picture of the entire dental arch at each stage
of treatment. Maximum error fitting points at a specified tooth where the largest deviation.
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Introduction
The application of new computer-aided technologies is nowadays

found in various fields of dentistry: CAD - design and 3D modeling
(prosthetics, orthodontics, endodontics), CAE - calculations and

simulations of stresses and loads in the field of dentistry (teeth, jaws,
joints) [2], respectively. using Finite Element Methods (FEM), then
CAM - production of dental surcharges and orthodontic locks using
computers, RP - rapid prototype production (fixed surcharges and
elements of orthodontic appliances), CAQ - modeling and quality

assurance of dental surcharges and orthodontic appliances, digital

dentistry, digital dentistry all of the above approaches, and 'cloud'

dentistry (a new concept for the application of ICT technologies in
dentistry).

This paper presents the results of the study of tooth leveling in

the occlusal plane, using the shape of the dental arch, where the

monitoring of tooth leveling in the occlusal plane was performed

using the shape of the dental arch, where a novelty was introduced
in defining the function of the dental arch. Specifically, by applying

a spline (a curved line defined by a step function), the initial and
desired shape of the dental arch can be defined for the patient

based on the master condition. The degree of this function, from

third to eighth, is then determined, which best fits the investigated
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/ defined state. This means that the optimum function, or degree
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Paper [5] presents an analysis of the ideal shape of the dental

of splicing, is found using a least-squares technique that will fit

arch, a 4 degree polynomial, on a sample of 15 patients. This model

reference geometric entities (RGEs).

patient lacks a tooth (especially from the first molar to the central

or want to be achieved. Of course, the marking of points through
which the deflection curve is defined is also made here using

The state of research in the world

Research on the shape of dental arch has a long history of

research in orthodontics, before the advent of 3D digital models.
With the help of them, researchers have been provided with a
powerful tool for simulating and analyzing complex mathematical
models of multistage equations, which "describe" a dental arch.

One overview of the CAD / CAM system for generating and

analyzing 3D digital models is presented in [1], and it provides the

first systematic overview of hardware / software for these purposes.
Advantages of these approaches in comparison to classical systems
are given. One of the first analyzes using 3D digital models of dental

arch shape, as a basic step in patient malocclusion analysis, with

measurement and evaluation of various dentition parameters such

as: occlusion, mesiodistal tooth width, Bolton ratio, arc length, arch

width, incisal flap and the incisal spacing is given in [2]. Here are
examples of several programs used for these analyzes.

The measurement and analysis of PAR indices on 3D digital

models with a comparison of the accuracy of this parameter

on gypsum models is presented in [3]. This reliable method for
evaluating malocclusion has been investigated in 48 models.
PAR index analysis was performed by determining reliability and
validity, using analysis of variance and correlation coefficient for
these two types of models. 3D digital models have been found

to provide valid and reliable occlusion parameters, with greater
accuracy.

A specific example of the study was presented in [4] for

comparisons of the shape of the dental arch for the tooth axis with

respect to its crown and root tip, class 1 and 2, group 1 malocclusion,

using WALA points, on a sample of 35 class 1 patients and 32 Class
2 patients.

The results obtained show that the shape of the lower arch is

the same for both classes. Also, there is no difference in tooth arch

shape for both basal bone groups. Finally, using WALA points can
successfully plan orthodontic therapy.

has been found to be good, but only when the coordinates of all the
teeth in the lower and upper jaws are known. In the event that the
incisor), then the β function is a better solution for simulating the
shape of the dental arch.

In [6], the results of a study, which relate to the new classification

of dental arch shape at normal bite, obtained using 3D digital

models, are presented. Imprints of 115 young patients, lower and

upper jaw, were taken, wearing an orthodontic appliance. A cluster
analysis of the classification of the shape of the dental arch with

widths was made: between canines, premolars and molars. The
first set generated a subset of 68 prints, which were divided into 4

clusters, based on the orthodontic parameters of the anterior and
posterior teeth. This demonstrates that 3D analysis can be used in
a new way.

A comparison of the accuracy of gypsum, 3D models, and

reconstructed 3D models is presented in [7]. The null hypothesis
was - there is no difference in the accuracy of the models defined in
the above three ways. The sample included 30 randomly selected

gypsum models, on which a total of 16 orthodontic parameters
were measured in three planes, twice with a span of seven days

The reproducibility of the measurements was investigated by

Bland-Altman analysis, and the reliability of the results obtained

was tested with the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed Rank, as
the analysis of the measurement data showed that the obtained

measurement results do not follow the normal law of distribution.
The largest difference in measurement results was obtained with

manual measurement, (p > 0.2), while it decreases as we go from
reconstructed to 3D digital models, where the repeatability of the
results is almost absolute and tends to zero.

The main measurement difference in all planes was 0.14 mm

(SD = 0.1 mm) and was not statistically significant (p > 0.2).
Measurements made in the x and y planes were not statistically

significant for the reconstructed and gypsum models (p > 0.3) or 3D
digital models (p > 0.5). However, in the z-plane, the measurement

differences were significant, p < 0.0001. All measurements of 3D
digital models in the z-plane were significantly smaller than those
of the corresponding plaster and reconstructed models.
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The above analyzes showed all the benefits of 3D digital models.

measurement is presented in [11]. The study was performed on

models is presented in [8]. Measured: mesiodistal width of tooth,

assessed by t-test (alpha = 0.05). The obtained dental arch length

Investigation of the accuracy of measurements on classical prints

(scales), 3D models and models obtained by CT scanning on 34
width of arch, length of arch, other parameters of arch and depth of

palate. The following results were obtained: mesiodistal distance
at the upper jaw between the right and left premolars, left central

incisor, and right first molar. The lower jaw measured the distance

of the left and right incisors, the right canine and the left first molar.

Satisfactory accuracy of all three methods was obtained, in the
following order, from least to largest: conventional, CT, 3D model.

35 samples / patients, and accuracy was measured by overlapping

3-dimensional models for both groups. Statistical significance was
for 3D models is: accuracy - 1.6 ± 0.6 μm, veracity - 5.3 ± 1.1 μm.
The same parameters for the intra-oral scanner are: 12.5 ± 2.5 μm

and 20.4 ± 2.2 μm, and for conventional measurements are: 32.4
± 9.6 μm and 58.6 ± 15.8μm. For all these analyzes, p < 0.001, was

the same. The conclusion is that 3D modeling produces the most
accurate and true results.

The study [12] concerned measurements on 3D models and

The study presented in [9] showed the forms of dental arch,

gypsum prints of a patient undergoing orthodontic treatment,

years, 71 girls and 66 boys. The main elements of factor analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using ANOVA and t-test pair.

obtained by factor analysis of 137 digital models, all three classes

of bites (43, 50 and 44 prints), young people, between 15 and 18
were: the ratio of width / height of the lower canine, accounting

for 82.8% of variability (p < 0.001). The width of the dental arch
in the front part for class III is smaller compared to class II. A
similar finding applies to Class I with respect to Classes II and III.

The homogeneity of the results describing dental arch shapes by
classes is: 61.1% Class III, 57.8% Class II and 52.4% Class I. Also,

the influence of sex on dental arch shape has not been shown to be
significant.

The conclusion is that the shape of the dental arch and its

7 parameters of the dental arch (width / distance of the first 6
teeth, left and right in the upper jaw), on a sample of 27 patients.

The results show that there is no statistically significant difference
between the models for the width and depth of the dental arch,

reducing the difference between the anterior and posterior teeth

from 2.3 mm to 2 mm. However, significant statistical differences
were obtained for the folding parameter, which indicates the effect

of locks on 3D models. The conclusion is that the flap parameter
should be taken into account and measured in the future, taking
into account the position of each tooth individually.

Finally, the latest exploration of the shape of the dental arch is

dimensions change from class to class. The shape of the dental

presented in [13]. It is a study that followed children aged 14 to

were observed in the anterior segment of the dental string.

in the lower / upper jaw and the shape of the dental arch for the

arch in the upper jaw varied significantly in the posterior segment
of the dental string, while with the lower jaw the largest changes

In patients with class III, the shape of the dental arch is easy to
determine, while the reverse is the case with patients of class I.

The research presented in [10] presented a combined method of
determining dental arch by superimposing in the lower jaw, using

two techniques - CBCT and 3D modeling. The sample investigated

for this problem was 30 prints, and two methods of superposition
were applied. Using CBCT images, the entire structure of the tooth

(including the root) was monitored, and the 3D model monitored

the change of position of the 10 contact points in the bite plane, as
well as the determined length of the dental arch. The final research

results show that this method is simpler and more reliable for
determining the length of the dental arch.

Comparison of the accuracy of three-dimensional models

obtained by intra-oral scanner, 3D digital model and conventional

18 with class III malocclusion in the upper and lower jaws. The t

test showed a high correlation between the width of the molars
investigated sample of 20 prints, using 3D digital models. At the
end of this analysis, we can conclude that measuring, analyzing, and

simulating the shape of a dental arch using a 3D model is a new and

very powerful tool for the clinician's orthodontist to do his or her
work and research.

Dental arch circumference - our research

In this study, 155 prints were scanned from the Clinic for Fork

Orthopedics, School of Dental Medicine,Belgrade, on the Next

Engine scanner. They were selected at random, and 3D modeling
was performed using Siemens PLM NX10 software [14 -16].

For the interpolation (fitting) of curved lines that describe the

dental arch, this software was used because of its flexibility as well as
the openness of the architecture, which allows it to be easily applied
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in very different areas. Its advantage over specialized software

packages in the field of orthodontics is in sophisticated modules
specializing in free-form, sculptured surfaces, such as teeth and

their anatomy. It is a fact that modern medicine and dentistry are
unthinkable without the cooperation of mechanical engineers and
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Figure 1 shows a 3D model with anatomical points on the teeth,

from 1 to 6, left and right, as well as shapes of splines from the third
to the eighth degree.

dentists. This study is precisely an example of the interdisciplinary
application of engineering modeling in orthodontics.

In the existing literature, there is no extensive mathematical

analysis of the function of dental arch shape in persons with

normal occlusion, with orthodontic therapy. Therefore, the aim of
this part of the research is to define the function of the dental arch
as a polynomial, from 3rd to 8th degree, and perform its detailed

analysis, following all stages of orthodontic therapy. The essence
of the problem is that during therapy, the position of the tooth
in the jaw changes, which leads to a change in the position of the

coordinate system of the jaw, in relation to which the function of

Figure 1: Tooth Onion - Grade 3 to 8 spines.

the dental arch is modeled. As a consequence, the shape of the
dental arch for the two conditions - the stages of therapy - can

be compared with relatively low accuracy. For these reasons, the
GOKS was determined here by an advanced ABO method, thereby
canceling out this negative impact, so that the dental arch can be

compared exactly for each phase of orthodontic therapy with each
other.

The curved lines describing the dental arch are defined in the X-Y

(occlusal) plane of the orthodontic coordinate system of the digital

jaw model. It is determined according to ABO recommendations
[18], which we have upgraded according to the procedure in
point 5.4, and this manual is the defacto generally accepted world

standard for setting a coordinate system on a digital model. It is

generated as a. ply,. stl, or. obj file, and contains all the elements for
further analysis. According to this instruction [18], the resolution

of the scanners on which 3D digital models are generated must be
0.10 mm or greater and an accuracy of 0.20 mm or greater. One
of the basic features of the GOKS determination procedure is that

it provides repeatability for measuring (scanning) one fork model
on different scanners, which is extremely important for 3D digital

models. On the other hand, when comparing several different jaw

models, which is the case during one patient's orthodontic therapy,

the ABO instruction does not provide sufficient accuracy. First of
all, this refers to defining the orientation of the Y-axis (Y-Z: medial
plane) as well as the origin (origin) of the coordinate system

The analysis of the use of splines of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 degrees

in modeling the curve of the dental arch line. The mathematical

foundations [18] of this model are splines (curved lines), which are
widely used in various, not just engineering fields. Using them on

CAD / CAM / CAE is simple and intuitive, and there is no modern
CAD / CAM / CAE system that doesn't have the ability to create
splines.

When modeling the dental arch curve, in these studies, the first

dilemma that arises is - what degree of curve line / spline to choose?
The earliest description of the ideal dental arch was provided by

Bonwill (1887) [19] who suggested that the ideal dental arch was
based on an equilateral triangle with a base representing width

in the condyle region. A little later Hawley (1905) supplemented
this model, which, as a Bonwill-Hawley dental arch, dominated
orthodontics, and was most applicable by manufacturers. Black

(1902) described that the teeth in the upper jaw were located
in a semi-ellipse shape, while Angle (1907), on the other hand,
considered his '' occlusion line '' to be represented by a parabolic
curve [19].

The application of computers has brought a new approach to

solving this problem. BeGole and Lyew (1998) and Davis and

BeGole (1998) used a third-degree function to model the shape
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of dental arches. The use of the cubic equation has been shown
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For each of the fitting splines, the CAD / CAM / CAE system

to be helpful in evaluating dental arch changes during and after

provides the following information: Maximum Fitting Error (M),

analyzing the crooked dental arch line as the average of a section

red circle. The results obtained are shown in table 1

orthodontic therapy [19]. These surveys are focused on personal
orthodontics, one that relates to a specific person rather than
or a wider population. The case study presented here showed that

Grade 6 spline most naturally described the curve of the dental

maximum point error indicator, and Average Fitting Error (A). In

Figure 6.4.2, the point with maximum deviation is marked with a

arch at all stages of therapy, figure 2. After the eighth degree, there
is no point in modeling the dental arch, because the 8 and 9 degree
splines coincide.

The splines of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 degrees from the initial state

(master model) were interpolated in all 10 successive controls.

All splines are fit through 12 points, from right to left side of fork:
6-5-4-3-2-1-1-2-3-4-5-6. The interpolation points are indicated by

red crosses in Figure 6.4.2. Each of the interpolated splines at the
beginning has a slope (End Slope) of straight lines "p" and at its end

has a slope (End Slope) of straight lines "q" shown in Figure 6.3.2.
The symmetry of the lines "p" and "q" determines the direction of
the Y axis as explained in the chapter "Coordinate system of the
digital fork model".
Spline
degree
3
4
5
6
7
8

M
A
M
A
M
A
M
A
M
A
M
A

Figure 2: Tooth arch - 6th degree spline (10th control) for the
upper jaw.

K0

K1

K2

K3

K4

K5

K6

K7

K8

K9

K10

2,6419

2,0781

1,7265

0,8201

0,9267

1,6789

1,1882

1,8624

2,5292

2,1747

1,8950

0,9762

0,8283

0,7214

0,3224

0,4361

0,6122

0,6731

1,0754

1,2357

1,3144

1,0987

1,2435

2,0158

1,7169

0,8106

1,6145

0,7019

1,5095

0,6513

1,3729

0,7106

0,8817

1,8785

1,6267

0,7257

1,4461

0,6228

1,3076

0,6219

1,2245

0,6296

0,9343

1,8311

1,3368

0,7366

0,8584

0,3463

0,6270

0,2597

0,4834

0,2127

0,2849

0,6814

0,8298

0,2527

0,5662

0,2312

0,3636

0,0994

0,3595

0,1031

0,3718

0,9350

0,7072

0,2086

0,3757

0,1316

0,1725

0,0742

0,0790

0,0420

0,5465

1,2321

0,3968

0,1994

0,4436

0,2070

0,2617

0,1122

0,2531

0,1149

0,4455

1,5078

0,6918

0,2425

0,4041

0,1993

0,2516

0,0957

0,2081

0,0910

0,9098

2,2048

0,6134

0,1848

0,3117

0,1037

0,2264

0,0860

0,2548

0,0767

1,0761

2,4748

0,8038

0,2271

0,5306

0,1684

0,5382

0,1722

0,5441

0,1801

1,1991

2,4857

0,4946

0,2415

0,4354

0,2017

0,4064

0,1947

0,4360

0,1798

Table 1: Upper Fork - Maximum (M) and Average (A) Deviation of Fit Splines from Grade 3 to Grade 8.

0,8907

2,1859

0,2706

0,1064

0,2471

0,0968

0,2191

0,0911

0,2060

0,0994

Legend: K - control (0-start condition, 10th control). M - max parameter values in the observed control. A - average value of the same
parameter. All values are in mm.
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Diagrammatic analysis of max deviation is shown in figure

3. The values on the y-axis are in mm and analyzes are given for
splines of 3 to 8 degrees. The figure above shows that the splines of
the seventh and eighth degrees almost coincide.

Discussion

90

The researches analyzed in the previous point, led to the

conclusion that the shape and characteristics of the dental arch,
except in [20], were considered in the context of the functional

characteristics of the jaw and the position of the tooth in it, which
is also the primary task of clinical orthodontics. However, thanks

primarily to ICT technologies, today we can go a step further, to

make these analyzes more subtle, which means that a far greater
number of parameters will be obtained that will describe and

define it. Thus, in [21] it was suggested that in order to ideally
describe the dental arch curve, a higher degree polynomial must

be used. The curve (function) of the dental arch should have
considerable flexibility, meaning that it can be adjusted to fit any

size of dental arch, and may include asymmetries of the jaw, if any.
Figure 3: Diagram of maximum deviations.

Legend: The y-axis values in mm for max deviations of splines of

varying degrees in controls from the master model (K0) to the last
- K10 control. Axis x - control, from master (K0) to tenth (K10).

Diagrammatic analysis of average deviations is shown in figure

4. The values on the y-axis are in mm and analyzes are given for
splines of 3 to 8 degrees. The figure above shows that the splines of
the seventh and eighth degrees almost coincide.

It is also important to emphasize the fact that the dental arch is
an imaginary curve, which means that it is descriptive information,
that is, a function, representing a set of discrete points. Therefore,
the mathematically obtained curve of the dental arch should be
adjusted according to individual points, on each tooth [22,23].

This approach represents a curve adjustment or its interpolation.

Curve adjustment is a concept that serves to adjust the mathematical

shape of the curve according to the curve of the actual shape of the
dental arch. The curve generated by the proposed mathematical

functions is adjusted according to the markings on the teeth that

are believed (the doctor determines) to reliably define the dental
arch. In order to determine the best mathematical function that

would describe the curves of the dental arch, several authors
tested different mathematical functions (models) that would best

fit this purpose. Some of these models are: conical curve shapes, U

curves, cubic equations, second to eighth degree equations, mixed
models and beta function [24,25]. Lastly, it is difficult to generalize
their findings or draw conclusions for many reasons: different

goals, different study samples with different criteria, and different
methodology.
Figure 4: Diagram of average deviations.

Legend: The y-axis values in mm for average deviations of splines
of varying degrees in controls from the master model (K0) to

the last - K10 control. X axis - control, from master (K0) to tenth
(K10).

Accurate determination of the global jaw coordinate system as

well as its precise repeatability [17,26] is key to defining the curve
line describing the dental arch. The error that is made in the initial

step of determining the coordinate system becomes systematic and
cannot be eliminated. If the fork coordinate system is not precisely

defined in all successive controls then these controls cannot be

compared reliably. The conclusions drawn about the progress of
orthodontic therapy may be completely wrong.
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The importance of correctly defining the coordinate system

is very large. Its position and direction of the plane must be

Conclusions and future research
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The analysis of tooth leveling through research on the shape of

reproducible. It further depends on how the tooth movements

the arch, presented in this paper represents the leveling of teeth in

unclear, but there may be misconceptions.

arch. And this is provided by the Reference Geometric Entities

between the two controls can be compared. Even the smallest setup error can lead to incorrect results. Not only will the results be
Another very important thing is defining and setting up the RGE

[17,26]. They must be placed in the same place on each 3D model.

Setting by free belief and "by eye" does not produce accurate
results. The mistake of setting up only one entity entails hard-tocorrect mistakes.

The maximum and average deviations for splines 6, 7, and

8 degrees converge values less than 0.1mm, which is below the

minimum required accuracy prescribed by ABO. Grades 3 and 4
are not appropriate for describing this patient's dental arch curve.

The Grade 6 spline looks the most natural in all stages of

treatment, and corresponds to the best leveling of the teeth, for the
10th control of Figures 6.4.2.

the x-y plane (occlusal plane), is a new approach, the application of
splines for the analysis and description of the shape of the dental

(RGE) [17,20], from the curve line class, which is done here. Sixth-

degree spline has been shown to best describe the dental arch from
a physician's perspective.

Therefore, the paper describes the developed and applied

model of reference geometric entities of RGE through the planning

and monitoring of orthodontic therapy, for tooth leveling, but with
determined values of position change (the paper shows translation

in three planes or along three axes, and for the next research will be
tooth rotation included).
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